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I. EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES OF THE NINTH MEETING OF THE THIRD

COMMITTEE OF THE EIGHTH ORDINARY SESSION OF THE
ASSEMBLY.

Held at Geneva on Thursday, September 22nd, 1927, at 4 p.m.

Chairman: M. BENES (Czechoslovakia).

25. Discussion of the Proposal by M. Holsti relating to Financial Assistance to States
Victims of Aggression.

M. HOLSTI (Finland) submitted the following draft resolution:

"The Assembly,
" Having taken note of the plan submitted to the Council by the Financial Committee

with regard to the Finnish Government's proposal for ensuring financial aid to any
State victim of aggression;

" Being convinced of the need for a system of financial aid for contributing to the
organisation of security, which is an indispensable preliminary to general disarmament:

" Requests the Council, with the aid of the competent Committees, to continue its
examination of the plan, which the Committee declares to be necessary, and to prepare
and complete it with a view to its final adoption either by a Disarmament Conference
or by a special Conference to be convened for the purpose.

Hie noted that the Bureau had proposed to add a fourth paragraph worded as follows:

"The Assembly suggests to the Council that it would be advisable to submit the plan
referred to, and the documents relating to Article 16, prepared by the Legal Section of
the Secretariat, to the Committee which it proposes to appoint in pursuance of its
resolution relative to arbitration, security and disarmament. "
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He thought it more convenient to combine the third paragraph of his proposal and the
proposal submitted by the .Bureau by adding in the third paragraph, after the word

Committees ", the following words:

Including the Committee which it proposes to appoint in pursuance of its resolution
relating to arbitration, security and disarmament. "

M. LOUDON (Netherlands) considered that the Finnish delegation's proposal deserved
the fullest attention because it aimed at a method of preventing aggression by the certainty
of the financial aid which the community of States would lend to countries victims of aggres-
sion. The proposal had the fullest sympathy of theerlands delegation. He supported
it in principle, but at the same time considered that it could only become effective with suffi-
cient collaboration on the part of the States Members of the League of Nations.

Nevertheless, the Netherlands delegation would not go so far as the British Government,
which stated that its final decision would depend on the success of the General Conference
on Disarmament.

According to the proposal of the Financial Committee, the guarantees would only come
into force following upon a decision by the Council, stating that the Covenant; had been
broken, and consequently naming an aggressor. So long as such decision remained inoperative -
that was to say, so long as the system in force was that of the resolution of October 4th, 1921,
which stipulated that it was for each Member of the League to determine for itself whether
the Covenant had been broken or no - the Netherlands Government would only be able to act
in accordance with that resolution; in other words, it must judge for itself if its financial
assistance was to be given. That proved once again how essential it was to continue the study
of Article 16 of the Covenant, and he was glad to think that the resolutions of the Committee
would give that study a fresh impetus.

M. PFLUGL (Austria) reminded the Committee that the Finnish Government, in its reply
to the Financial Committee's report, contemplated the possibility of universal participation
in the convention of guarantee which it proposed.

His Government recognised the importance of the tendency shown in this connection,
for it considered, in fact, that general agreements on any point whatever were more likely
to advance the solution of the disarmament problem than partial agreements. But a general
agreement, of it were possible, required a more extended examination on account of the
individual situations of the States which would have to adhere to it.

In accordance with this idea, and in the absence of a reply from the Austrian Government
on the substance of the Finnish delegation's proposal, he would limit himself for the moment
to welcoming M. Holsti's proposal as amended, to the effect that the Council should be asked to
continue the study of the draft scheme with the help of the appropriate Committees.
M. Pfliigl also wished to consider certain questions which might arise in certain events.

He would congratulate the Financial Committee on its report. He thought he was not
mistaken in recognising the able hand of Sir Henry Strakosch in the tracing of the main
outlines of the scheme for assisting States victims of aggression.

It was necessary to consider, in the first place, the nature of the guarantee to which
States would be asked to subscribe. That guarantee would differ appreciably from those
furnished hitherto by several States in connection with the schemes for the financial
reconstruction of certain countries, of which Austria was an example. The new guarantee
would involve a public non-productive loan, and one which could not fail to meet with difficult
conditions on the money market, the choice of which could not in this particular instance be
free from political considerations.

Further, the guarantee was extremely likely to become effective in the sense that it
might entail the discharge of the obligations assumed by the guarantor States. For, since
the financial obligations undertaken by the attacked State would necessarily be incurred
in terms of foreign currency, that state would have all the greater difficulty in discharging
them.

It would therefore seem that the influence which the guarantor States would be able to
exercise in regard to the terms of the loan and the manner in which those States would be
able to make claims against the debtor or the securities given by the debtor should receive
careful attention. But the most serious difficulties which would be met with in carrying
out the suggested plan would without question be those which would be encountered in
obtaining the funds themselves. The solution of such difficulties and the efficacy of the
contemplated convention would depend to a large extent on the big States whose money
markets alone would be capable of providing the necessary credits.

His country, in particular, was under an international financial obligation which forbade
it to raise a loan before 1943 without the previous consent of the Committee of Control of the
States guarantors of the Austrian Loan. That special case raised a curious situation, although
it would certainly never arise. If a State so placed under international financial supervision
were the victim of aggression, and if the aggressor were one of the guarantor States, would
the latter, having a seat on the Committee of Control, sanction the loan for which the State
attacked applied in its defence ? He would pass over these difficulties, which would be solved
later by the Financial Committee, and merely state that his Government had a great interest
in the practical solution of the Finnish delegation's proposal. He cordially supported
M. Holsti's proposal.
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M. POLITIS (Greece) stated that he was authorised to declare that the Greek Government
wholeheartedly supported the Finnish delegation's proposal. It considered that the proposal
was in direct agreement with the principles of the Covenant, especially with the clauses of
Article 16, and it was willing to participate within its modest means in the organisation of
the financial assistance to be given by the League of Nations to States victims of aggression.

M. BIRKE (Denmark) said that, while voting for the Finnish delegation's proposal, the
Danish delegation wished to emphasise at the same time that it only constituted a recom-
mendation for a further study of the problem, with a view to a better elucidation of the
character and scope of the obligations which would arise from the proposed arrangement,
and of the conditions on which it would be put into practice. The study of the last point
was well worth the special attention of the appropriate Committees, which would have to
continue the examination of the proposal in order to give it sufficient effectiveness to be of
real service to the cause of peace and to give it in such a way that the desired end might really
be reached without running the risk in certain cases of going contrary to the ideas which gave
rise to the proposal.

He would add that his delegation agreed with the opinion of the Bureau of the Third
Committee that the consideration of the proposal should be included in the general studies of
disarmament, to which it naturally belonged.

The Hon. Alexander CADOGAN (British Empire), speaking on behalf of the Earl of Onslow,
said that he had intended to endorse in that Committee the statement made to the Council
by Sir Austen Chamberlain to the effect that the British Government welcomed the scheme
and had hopes of its ultimate success. In making that statement, Sir Austen had intimated
that the British Government attached certain conditions to its adherence to the scheme, one
of which was that it must form part of a general disarmament scheme; and, in that connection,
he desired to draw attention to the last words of the resolution:

" With a view to its final adoption either by a Disarmament Conference or by a
special Conference to be convened for the purpose.

On that he wished to make a small reservation to the effect that, evidently, if that
Conference were to be convened and meet before the Disarmament Conference, it might be
difficult for the British Government to give its adherence at once.

In reply to the Chairman, the Hon. Alexander Cadogan thought it would be quite
sufficient if his statement were put on record in the Minutes.

M. WORM-MULLER (Norway) said that, while voting in favour of the proposal to study
in further detail the important project under examination, it was his duty to indicate a
difficulty under which he laboured. The Norwegian delegation could not give an opinion on
the substance of the question, although it received the project with much sympathy. The
plan contemplated the voting of credits, and the Norwegian Government could not undertake
engagements before the question was put before Parliament.

M. DE BROUCKERE (Belgium) said that he did not rise in order to make reservations with
regard to the Finnish delegation's proposal. His Government had already made known its
views before various organs of the League, and had always given to the proposal its uncondi-
tional support. It did not wish merely to give its sympathy but would do all it could to
bring about the success of the scheme as soon as possible.

He nevertheless considered it indispensable to make a reservation with regard to the
remarks made by the preceding speakers; that reservation would apply specially to the
remark made by M. Loudon. The Netherlands delegate had said, first, that his Government
sympathised with the proposal, but added that the undertaking which the Netherlands would
make would be accompanied by a reservation. In other words, the Netherlands Government
would itself judge if there had been an act of aggression or not.

That might constitute a moral undertaking of great scope, but, since financial questions
were under consideration, he wondered whether a bank would accept a signature under
such conditions. M. Loudon based his reservations on an interpretation of Article 16 of
the Covenant, and thought that each Member of the League should take a decision. He was
not of that opinion. He thought that, by reason of the first paragraph, each Member had to
take a decision, but that, in virtue of the second paragraph of the same article, the Council
itself had to take a decision, since it had to make recommendations; those recom-
mendations would have no weight if the Council, as far as it was concerned, had not itself
considered whether there had been an act of aggression or not.

He therefore agreed with M. Loudon that it would be necessary to study Article 16
further, and he thought that such studies would serve to clear up the point of view of each
of the members of the Committee. On the other hand, he considered that there should not
be any attempt at an interpretation of the Covenant, as that was not within the powers
of the Committee.

The Netherlands delegate had stated that the resolution of 1921 was in force. He,
however, was not of that opinion. The resolution was authoritative in view of its origin,
but not an official interpretation.



The authors of the interpretation of 1921 had themselves specified that their resolutions
would have no weight until after the adoption of certain amendments to Article 16. Those
amendments had not yet been ratified. He would put the following question: Could it be
said that the fact that Members of the League of Nations had refused their adhesion to the
interpretation given at that time had increased its value so that it now had become certain
and compulsory, whereas such had not been the case when it was voted upon ?

The Committee was faced with an interpretation for which he had the greatest respect
but which no Government was compelled to obey. Under such conditions the question
remained untouched. They could in the future take decisions, but they had no right to give
an interpretation.

M. PAUL-BONCOUR emphasised the fact that the French Government, both in the
Preparatory Commission and in the Council of the League of Nations itself, had already
shown very clearly its approval of the Finnish delegation's proposal. Consequently, the
French delegation fully associated itself with the studies which would be continued in order
to put the proposal into definite shape. Under what form would the studies continue ?
That was the most interesting problem to be solved for the moment. It was clear that the
proposal had a purely technical aspect which could only be examined by the special Commit-
tees and notably by the Financial Committee, which was already studying it. On the other
hand, it could not be denied that the problem was connected with all the questions relating
to security. Consequently, the Committee whose formation was contemplated in the
resolution adopted yesterday and the object of M. de Brouckere's report should deal with it
as one of the principal factors of security, to which a greater precision might be given. He
associated himself with due discretion with the observations that M. de Brouckere had
just made. He recognised that each nation was free to make all the reservations which it
considered necessary concerning future engagements, although when the possibility of such
engagements was mentioned it was not necessary to make reservations, since each would
enter into such engagements to the extent in which it felt bound to do so.

The French delegation would like to point out that all these further definitions of security
with which the Third Committee was dealing were connected with the success of a conference
on the reduction of armaments and that the reduction of armaments would obviously be
proportional to the guarantees which would be shown on the " security " side of the balance-
sheet. Therefore it was essential to give the maximum guarantees possible to those States
which effected reductions. There were here exhibited the two aspects of the international
mind.

M. SOKAL (Poland) said that his delegation wished to express again its warm support of
the Finnish delegation's proposal relating to financial assistance to States victims of aggression.
The Polish delegation had several times already supported it in the Committee of the Council
and in the Preparatory Commission. He would ask the delegates to refer to a detailed
memorandum from the Polish Government with regard to the scheme drawn up by the Finan-
cial Committee (pa;e 7). From the point of view of the Polish financial legislation, there was
no objection to assuming a guarantee such as the Financial Committee contemplated. With
regard to the scheme, it was simply a question of preparing carefully the o machinery which
would work if the necessity arose. The better the financial machinery was regulated, the
more automatic and rapid would be its functioning, and the plan of financial assistance would
have better chances of becoming a real obstacle to aggression and an effective element of
security, although it was evident that the putting into force of the plan would still be
subordinate to a series of political and legal solutions which were at the basis of the problem
of security.

In that sense he fully associated himself with the words spoken by M. de Brouckere
and M. Paul-Boncour, and he thought that their explanations would give satisfaction to all
the authors of reservations.

M. MOTTA (Switzerland) was grateful to M. de Brouckere for having raised the question.
But the interpretation of M. de Brouckere called for necessary reservations The question
of the scope of Article 16 of the eCovenant and of the competence of the Council had always
been a thorny problem. M. de Brouckere had rightly reminded them of the interpretation
of the resolution of 1921. Those who had voted for it were unanimous and doubtless
remained faithful to their conception, especially as several of them had been called upon to
explain the scope of Article 16 to their Governments and their Parliaments.

M. Motta said he did not wish to open a discussion on the point, which would lead too far,
but he wished to emphasise the central fact that it was necessary to distinguish very clearly
between the legal and the moral values. The Council had the right to give recommendations.
These would have a greater value than the legal value of a decision, but they would only be
recommendations. It was the national Governments which would take the decisions. It
was thus that the position of the Council with regard to the national Governments had always
been interpreted. No doubts should be raised as to that position, otherwise the whole
discussion would be reopened.

He supported the Finnish delegation's proposal. It should lead to a study and then a
scheme, which would be submitted either to the Disarmament Conference or to a special
conference. The representative of the British Empire had just said that the scheme
would have a different aspect according to whether it came before the Disarmament
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Conference or before a special conference held previous to the Disarmament Conference.
It was not his business to express any opinion whatever on the attitude of the British
delegate, but he considered that, when the question was raised in a concrete form at a
conference, each State would have the right to discuss it and to adhere or not. At the present
moment it was merely proposed to undertake a very important study, and no commitments
were involved.

M. COMNENE (Roumania) said that he had followed the Finnish delegation's proposal
since its inception. If its various transformations were taken into account, with the
documentation accompanying it and the work of the various committees or commissions,
it might be said that the problem had been greatly reduced in its scope. The Finnish delegation
was contented, so all was well. However, the resolution, having come before the Committee,
had given rise to a certain number of reservations. The Roumanian delegation had
understood that reservations would be made when the question arose of combining that
special problem with all the questions concerning security, and that the matter would only
be dealt with and its importance recognised if disarmament could go on at the same time,
the two questions being indissoluble. Certain reservations, however, had been made in the
Committee which, if they became general or were adopted by a certain number of delegations,
would reduce the Finnish delegation's proposal to naught. He would ask to be excused for
speaking so freely, but he was forced to say with a certain amount of uneasiness that, every
time a question of security was raised, it met with considerable difficulties. If this uneasy
state of mind was fully shared by public opinion, it was to be feared that there would be no
very favourable feeling towards disarmament, particularly in certain countries most exposed
to aggression.

In conclusion, he would state that the Roumanian delegation gave its unconditional
support to the Finnish delegation's proposal.

M. LOUDON (Netherlands) said that M. de Brouckere appeared to have the impression that
the Netherlands delegation considered that the present state of affairs was ideal. He would
like to remove that impression. He could not entirely agree with M. de Brouckere's opinion,
for the resolution of October 4th, 1921, voted by the Assembly laid down guiding principles.
It was there stated:

"The resolutions and the proposals for amendment of Article 16 which have been
adopted by the Assembly shall, so long as the amendments have not been put into
force in the form prescribed by the Covenant, constitute rules for guidance which the
Assembly recommends as a provisional measure to the Council and to -the Assembly
of the League of Nations in application of Article 16. "

And further:
" It was for the Members of the League of Nations themselves to determine whether

the Covenant had been broken.

A close study of everything in connection with Article 16 would bring about, he hoped,
another state of affairs than that existing at present; but in the meanwhile they were obliged
to carry on according to the rules which had been given them.

M. HENNINGS (Sweden) supported M. Motta's conclusions and would vote for the Finnish
delegation's proposal.

M. HOLSTI (Finland), to remove any possible misunderstanding, pointed out that it was
clearly stated in the Finnish memorandum that the question of financial aid should be an
integral part of the programme of the Disarmament Conference.

M. GUERRERO (Salvador) supported the Finnish delegation's proposal and suggested that
the Minutes of that meeting should be sent to the organs which would have to carry out the
study of the proposal, so that they would be informed of the reservations made, since those
reservations raised fresh questions for examination. For example, what would be the
situation with regard to a State which had adhered with reservations to the scheme of financial
assistance, and which was attacked, when it asked for financial assistance from other States
which had accepted the principle of assistance without any reservation ?

M. DE BROUCKERE (Belgium) was sorry if his words should lead the Committee into a
long legal discussion. He would therefore content himself with noting the reservations made
by the delegates of Switzerland, Sweden and the Netherlands, but he would strictly maintain
his opinion.

M. LOUDON (Netherlands) stated that he also maintained his opinion, and that he and
M. de Brouckere were therefore quite clear concerning their reciprocal attitude.

General DE MARINIS (Italy) stated that the Italian delegation reserved the right to make
its opinion on the Finnish delegation's proposal known in the Committee which would
undertake the study of it.

M. NAGAOKA (Japan) agreed with M. Motta's conclusions and accepted the Finnish
delegation's proposal. He also accepted the suggestions made by M. Guerrero, but, since the
proposal would be examined either by the Disarmament Conference or by a special conference,
he reserved the full liberty of Japan's opinion until that time.



The Earl of LYTTON (India) presumed he was right in assuming that delegates voting for
the resolution did not commit their Governments definitely to the action contemplated therein.
He had no instructions from his Government on the matter, which it had not had an oppor-
tunity of studying. He assumed the Committee would merely recommend the proposal for
further examination and that the various Governments would have another opportunity
of expressing their adherence or making reservations. If that were the case, he agreed with the
rest of the Committee.

The CHAIRMAN, replying to the delegate for India, stated that it was for the time being
only a question of stating an opinion on the principle of the study of the proposal, the definite
questions relative to its substance being reserved. He added that the scheme itself had been
presented with a view to the study of the proposal in the most general form, and that each
Government, before committing itself, would obviously be given an opportunity of studying
the final text.

He reminded them that the Financial Committee was at that moment drawing up a very
precise scheme based on the Finnish delegation's proposal, and that it had already arrived at
certain conclusions, which, however, still remained to be studied. The Secretary-General
had asked the various Governments to express their opinion concerning these conclusions,
and those which had replied had stated that they were in principle in favour of the proposal.
But they reserved to themselves the right to study the final text in order not to commit
themselves until something definite was submitted to them.

M. HOLSTI (Finland) agreed with what the Chairman had said.

The CHAIRMAN declared the discussion closed and proposed to take a vote. All the
declarations which had been made in the Committee showed that they were ready to accept
the principle of the study of the proposal, and the reservations which had been made would
figure in the Minutes.

The Bureau proposed to add an additional paragraph to the Finnish delegation's
resolution explaining in a clear manner what the procedure would be for the study of the
resolution by the Committee of Security of the Preparatory Commission. The amendment
suggested by the Bureau would only complete the text of the proposal. It would also be
amended in order to mention the observations made by various Governments, and
M. Guerrero's proposal relative to the minutes of the Third Committee. The whole of
the resolution would read as follows:

" The Assembly,
" Having taken note of the plan submitted to the Council by the Financial

Committee with regard to the Finnish Government's proposal for ensuring financial aid
to any State victim of aggression;

" Being convinced of the need for a system of financial aid for contributing to the
organisation of security, which is an indispensable preliminary to general disarmament:

" Requests the Council to continue its examination of the plan, which the Committee
declares to be necessary, and to prepare and complete it with a view to its final adoption,
either by a Disarmament Conference or by a special Conference to be convened for the
purpose;

"Suggests to the Council that it would be advisable to submit the plans referred
to, the documents relating to Article 16 prepared by the Legal Section of the Secretariat,
the observations sent in by various Governments, and the Minutes of the meeting of the
Third Committee to the Committee which it proposes to appoint in pursuance of its
resolution relative to arbitration, security and disarmament.

M. HOLSTI (Finland) said that, during the course of the general debate, he had had the
honour to thank two Governments, the British and the Czechoslovak, for their very favourable
answers to the letter of the Secretary-General with regard to the report of the Financial
Committee. Now to-day three other Governments had declared their adhesion to the report.
He therefore wished to thank very respectfully the Polish, Roumanian and Greek Governments
for their answers.

The Resolution was adopted.

26. Proposal by Dr. Nansen relating to Arbitration: Procedure.

The CHAIRMAN said that the Nansen proposal relative to arbitration had been forwarded
to the First Committee, which had sent it to a Sub-Committee on which several members of
the Third Committee had been asked to sit. The Mixed Committee thus constituted had,
after studying the question, arrived at decisions which would be submitted to the First
Committee at its meeting on Friday. Under these conditions, it would be necessary to hold
over the discussion of the matter until the next meeting.
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II. OBSERVATIONS BY THE POLISH GOVERNMENT ON THE REPORT OF
THE FINANCIAL COMMITTEE.

LETTER TO THE SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS.

In your note C.L.77.1927.1X, dated July 11th, you were good enough to draw the
Polish Government's attention to the Financial Committee's report on financial assistance to

States victims of aggression, and to the extract from the Minutes of the Council's meeting of
June 17th at which this report was discussed.

In acknowledging receipt of these documents, which the Polish Government has noted

with great interest, I have the honour to inform you that the Polish Government is in full
agreement with the plan of financial assistance drawn up by the Committee.

I also desire to inform you that, as far as Polish financial legislation is concerned, no

objection exists to assuming, after due legislative sanction, a guarantee such as that
contemplated by the Financial Committee.

In the hope that the general debate arising on the Financial Committee's draft will
reinforce the principle of financial assistance, I have the honour to forward you herewith a

few observations by my Government which may perhaps assist in deciding the lines of the
detailed investigations the resumption of which is contemplated by the Council and the
Financial Committee.

(Signed) F. SOKAL,

Minister Plenipotentiary,
Delegate of the League of Nations.

MEMORANDUM.

1.

Before going on to consider the plan of financial assistance, the Polish Government
wishes to say how much it appreciates the task performed by the Financial Committee.
The practical spirit which inspires the Committee's work is, in its opinion, one of the surest
guarantees that- after the settlement of certain points which it may be desirable to clear up -

the draft will really become a powerful instrument of relief to a State victim of an attack.
The better the financial mechanism is regulated, the more automatically and rapidly

will it come into play, and the greater the likelihood that the plan of financial assistance will
become a real obstacle to aggressive tendencies and an effective factor of security. Although,
of course, the application of the plan is still subordinate to a series of political and legal
solutions which lie at the root of the problem of security, and which the League of Nations
has not yet succeeded in achieving, the financial scheme is none the less a great step forward.

The difficulties encountered by the League of Nations in finding an immediate solution

for the political problems to which we have alluded should not, however, put a stop to the
practical work relating to financial assistance. On the contrary, it is desirable to continue
the task undertaken, in order to provide the League of Nations with an instrument of financial
assistance which should be as effective as possible.

The conditions and the ways and means of its application may be determined later, when
the progress made in the organisation of security and in the work of disarmament permits.

II.

The Polish Government considers that the practical value of the plan would be greatly
enhanced if the number of signatory States was as large as possible, whether they are Members
of the League or not. It is true that the signature of the Convention by a State not a Member
of the League would place it in a highly privileged situation as compared to the States Members.
On the other hand, the accession of certain States outside the League would be likely to make
the practical realisation of financial assistance very much easier.

It is important to enquire how far the financial scheme ensures that rapidity of assistance
on which its effectiveness in a large measure depends.

The negotiations relative to the terms and to the issue of the loan will necessarily take a
considerable time.

It must not be forgotten that the mobilisation of the " specific guarantees" and the
issue of the loan will take place in a period of disturbance, in time of war or threatened war,
i.e., at a moment which will be highly critical for the credit of the borrowing State and
attended by an almost inevitable nervousness of the financial markets.

The situation will be made still more delicate by the fact that the organs of the League
of Nations called upon to pronounce upon the conditions of the loan will have to reconcile,
on the one hand, the interests of the guaranteeing and of the super-guaranteeing Powers
and of the subscribing public, and, on the other hand, those of the State receiving international
assistance. While, in the interest of the former, it will be necessary to insist on the security
and yield of the loan, the situation of the State attacked in relation to the League will also
require legitimate consideration.
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III.

In these circumstances, it would be highly desirable to emphasise in the proposed plan
the principle of reimbursable advances on the yield of the loan, to be placed at the disposal of
the State attacked immediately upon its request for financial assistance.

The extreme difficulty of determining in advance the conditions of a short-term operation
should not, however, deter the League of Nations from endeavouring to find a satisfactory
formula.

Several systems might be considered: Either the obligation inscribed in the " General
Super-Guarantee Bonds " to pay immediately for the benefit of the State attacked a certain
part of the capital of the guaranteed block (with subsequent distribution between the States
subscribing the ordinary guarantee) - a device to which there might be budgetary objections;
or, again, national flotations for three or five years on the markets of financially strong States
( "super-guarantors " ), the yield of which would be advanced by these Governments against a
special bond to the State attacked after the latter undertaking to conclude subsequently a
long-term loan - a plan which would not be unattended by certain financial complications.
It is difficult, moreover, to specify in advance in an international convention on what terms
and at what time the banks interested in certain financial advantages which might be offered
by the provision of financial assistance would be called upon to make advances on the yield
of the future loan.

It might thus be necessary to revert to the study of the idea of the accumulation of an
international reserve fund intended for advances to an attacked State on a decision and on the
terms to be fixed by the Council. This reserve might be formed by annual payments by all
the signatories of the convention, amounting to a certain percentage (say 30 per cent) of their
present contribution to the expenses of the League. This reserve fund, which would be
administered by a trustee appointed by the Council, might be deposited at sight in banks of
the first rank in the various countries and might be distributed among them in such a way that
the sum granted by each Government would preferably be deposited in one or more banks of
its country. In this way the sums in question would not be withdrawn from the economic
life of the countries which had granted them. Furthermore, the bringing into action of the
fund in time of crisis would present little more difficulty than the mobilisation and rapid
readjustment of the guarantees, at least one of which - that of the aggressor State - of a
varying amount, would no doubt be lacking.

As soon as the plan of financial assistance came into play, this fund would serve in whole
or in part as a reimbursable advance on the yield of the loan.

IV.

The further investigation of the scheme of assistance will doubtless include the settlement
- at any rate, in principle - of some other technical points affecting both the interests of
the debtor State and of the guaranteeing Powers.

In the first place, it would appear advisable to consider the possibility of a settlement
of the dispute, owing to the political action of the Council, subsequent to the issue of the loan,
without recourse to war, or, if war should occur, of its very brief duration. The State attacked
would then be responsible for the service of a debt contracted in critical circumstances. It
would appear that the principle of early repayment and of the conversion of the debt upon
equitable terms both for the borrower State and the banks should be included in the future
agreement.

V.

Provision should also be made for methods of repayment, in full or in part, to the
guaranteeing Powers in the event of its being necessary to convert their bonds into cash.
The guarantors would then be in possession of a certain amount of the loan, which would
make them direct creditors, with all the resultant legal consequences.

Moreover, it appears to be necessary to provide for general priority of the obligations
arising from the primary and super-guarantees realised for the benefit of the State attacked,
supposing that the latter were unable, as a consequence of the war, to make payment, and that
it should therefore require international relief by means of " relief credits " or similar financial
measures.

VI.

The question of the financial liquidation of the war is not dealt with in this report, which
is confined to the relations between the debtor State and its guarantors. The political
situation at present does not appear to call for the investigation and immediate solution of
that question.



VII.

Although the plan of financial assistance does not exclude the possibility of granting

relief to several States attacked, and does not define the measures to be taken should the
State which is the victim of an aggression require other international loans in addition to the
financial assistance of the League of Nations, it might perhaps be well to consider these two
questions. The first hypothesis would appear to require the distribution of the maximum
amount contemplated by the Committee between the States attacked, which would involve
several loans issued on terms corresponding to the individual credit of the countries of issue,
some of which would probably prove more advantageous than the others, or, in order to
obviate this, such an increase in the maximum (without, of course, exhausting it) as might be
deemed sufficient to cover the initial financial requirements of more than one Power. Serious
complications might also ensue if the State victim of aggression should, for unavoidable
reasons, have failed during the war to meet the service of the loan obtained under the

Committee's plan and be forced to contract other loans. Its credit might then be damaged
to a greater extent than would have been the case if it had not appealed to the League of
Nations for financial assistance.

VIII.

The Polish Government in no wise claims to have exhausted the questions which might
arise under the Financial Committee's plan nor to have solved all the technical difficulties to
be overcome before definite shape is given to the agreement. It will refer more fully to these
matters in due course.

From a general standpoint, however, and without any intention at present of indicating
the possibilities of extending the financial plan, it has occurred to the Polish Government
that other methods of financial assistance might be considered, apart from the public issue
of a loan under the auspices of the League of Nations.

In its resolution of December 8th, 1926, paragraph 7 (b), the Council instructed the Finan-
cial Organisation, " having regard to the financial assistance provided for in Article 16 of the
Covenant . . . , to consider the Finnish proposal and all other similar measures with a
view to the establishment of a common scheme of financial assistance .

Although the arrangement proposed by the Financial Committee constitutes a fundamen-
tal part of the scheme of financial assistance, it would be advisable, when circumstances
permit, to undertake a thorough investigation of certain other questions to which the
principle of financial assistance inevitably gives rise. It is sufficient to mention the obligations
resulting from " mutual support in the financial . . . measures which are taken . .
in order to minimise the loss resulting from the above measures " to the Members of the
League, and, apart from Government action, certain forms of international assistance to be

granted to the bank of issue of the country which is the victim of aggression.




